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Twenty years ago, Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault
introduced the concept of attraction to define the quin-
tessence of the earliest films made between 1895 and
1906. As “cinema of attractions” this concept has become
widely adopted, even outside the field of early cinema.
Ranging from the films of the Lumière brothers to The
Matrix by Andy and Larry Wachowski, from trains rushing
into the audience to bullet time effects, the “cinema of
attractions” is a cinema that shocks, astonishes and
directly addresses the film spectator. 

This anthology traces the history of the “cin-
ema of attractions,” reconstructs its conception
and questions its attractiveness and useful-
ness for both pre-classical and post-classical
cinema. With contributions by Christa Blüm-
linger, Warren Buckland, Scott Bukatman,
Donald Crafton, Nicolas Dulac, Thomas
Elsaesser, André Gaudreault, Laurent Guido,
Tom Gunning, Malte Hagener, Pierre-Emma-
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Musser, Viva Paci, Eivind Røssaak, Vivian
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Wanda Strauven teaches Film Theory and Media Archae-
ology at the University of Amsterdam. She is the author
of Marinetti e il cinema: tra attrazione e sperimentazione
(Udine: Campanotto, 2006).
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The Cinema of Attraction[s]: Early Film,
Its Spectator and the Avant-Garde

Tom Gunning

Writing in , flushed with the excitement of seeing Abel Gance’s La Roue,
Fernand Léger tried to define something of the radical possibilities of the cin-
ema. The potential of the new art did not lie in “imitating the movements of
nature” or in “the mistaken path” of its resemblance to theater. Its unique
power was a “matter of making images seen.” It is precisely this harnessing of
visibility, this act of showing and exhibition, which I feel cinema before 

displays most intensely. [Its] inspiration for the avant-garde of the early decades
of this century needs to be re-explored.

Writings by the early modernists (Futurists, Dadaists and Surrealists) on the
cinema follow a pattern similar to Léger: enthusiasm for this new medium and
its possibilities; and disappointment at the way it has already developed, its
enslavement to traditional art forms, particularly theater and literature. This
fascination with the potential of a medium (and the accompanying fantasy of
rescuing the cinema from its enslavement to alien and passé forms) can be un-
derstood from a number of viewpoints. I want to use it to illuminate a topic I
have [also] approached before [...], the strangely heterogeneous relation that
film before  (or so) bears to the films that follow, and the way a taking
account of this heterogeneity signals a new conception of film history and film
form. My work in this area has been pursued in collaboration with André Gau-
dreault.

The history of early cinema, like the history of cinema generally, has been
written and theorized under the hegemony of narrative films. Early filmmakers
like Smith, Méliès and Porter have been studied primarily from the viewpoint of
their contribution to film as a storytelling medium, particularly the evolution of
narrative editing. Although such approaches are not totally misguided, they are
one-sided and potentially distort both the work of these filmmakers and the
actual forces shaping cinema before . A few observations will indicate the
way that early cinema was not dominated by the narrative impulse that later
asserted its sway over the medium. First there is the extremely important role
that actuality film plays in early film production. Investigation of the films
copyrighted in the US shows that actuality films outnumbered fictional films
until . The Lumière tradition of “placing the world within one’s reach”



through travel films and topicals did not disappear with the exit of the Cinéma-
tographe from film production.

But even within non-actuality filming – what has sometimes been referred to
as the “Méliès tradition” – the role narrative plays is quite different than in tra-
ditional narrative film. Méliès himself declared in discussing his working meth-
od:

As for the scenario, the “fable,” or “tale,” I only consider it at the end. I can state that
the scenario constructed in this manner has no importance, since I use it merely as a
pretext for the “stage effects,” the “tricks,” or for a nicely arranged tableau.

Whatever differences one might find between Lumière and Méliès, they should
not represent the opposition between narrative and non-narrative filmmaking,
at least as it is understood today. Rather, one can unite them in a conception that
sees cinema less as a way of telling stories than as a way of presenting a series of
views to an audience, fascinating because of their illusory power (whether the
realistic illusion of motion offered to the first audiences by Lumière, or the ma-
gical illusion concocted by Méliès), and exoticism. In other words, I believe that
the relation to the spectator set up by the films of both Lumière and Méliès (and
many other filmmakers before ) had a common basis, and one that differs
from the primary spectator relations set up by narrative film after . I will
call this earlier conception of cinema, “the cinema of attractions.” I believe that
this conception dominates cinema until about -. Although different
from the fascination in storytelling exploited by the cinema from the time of
Griffith, it is not necessarily opposed to it. In fact the cinema of attraction[s]
does not disappear with the dominance of narrative, but rather goes under-
ground, both into certain avant-garde practices and as a component of narrative
films, more evident in some genres (e.g., the musical) than in others.

What precisely is the cinema of attraction[s]? First, it is a cinema that bases
itself on the quality that Léger celebrated: its ability to show something. Con-
trasted to the voyeuristic aspect of narrative cinema analyzed by Christian
Metz, this is an exhibitionist cinema. An aspect of early cinema which I have
written about in other articles is emblematic of this different relationship the
cinema of attractions constructs with its spectator: the recurring look at the cam-
era by actors. This action, which is later perceived as spoiling the realistic illu-
sion of the cinema, is here undertaken with brio, establishing contact with the
audience. From comedians smirking at the camera, to the constant bowing and
gesturing of the conjurors in magic films, this is a cinema that displays its visibi-
lity, willing to rupture a self-enclosed fictional world for a chance to solicit the
attention of the spectator.

Exhibitionism becomes literal in the series of erotic films which play an im-
portant role in early film production (the same Pathé catalogue would advertise
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the Passion Play along with “scènes grivioses d’un caractère piquant,” erotic
films often including full nudity), also driven underground in later years. As
Noël Burch has shown in his film Correction, Please or How We Got into

Pictures (), a film like The Bride Retires (France, ) reveals a funda-
mental conflict between this exhibitionistic tendency of early film and the crea-
tion of a fictional diegesis. A woman undresses for bed while her new husband
peers at her from behind a screen. However, it is to the camera and the audience
that the bride addresses her erotic striptease, winking at us as she faces us, smil-
ing in erotic display.

As the quote from Méliès points out, the trick film, perhaps the dominant
non-actuality film genre before , is itself a series of displays, of magical
attractions, rather than a primitive sketch of narrative continuity. Many trick
films are, in effect, plotless, a series of transformations strung together with little
connection and certainly no characterization. But to approach even the plotted
trick films, such as Le Voyage dans la lune (), simply as precursors of
later narrative structures is to miss the point. The story simply provides a frame
upon which to string a demonstration of the magical possibilities of the cinema.

Modes of exhibition in early cinema also reflect this lack of concern with
creating a self-sufficient narrative world upon the screen. As Charles Musser
has shown, the early showmen exhibitors exerted a great deal of control over
the shows they presented, actually re-editing the films they had purchased and
supplying a series of offscreen supplements, such as sound effects and spoken
commentary. Perhaps most extreme is the Hale’s Tours, the largest chain of
theaters exclusively showing films before . Not only did the films consist of
non-narrative sequences taken from moving vehicles (usually trains), but the
theater itself was arranged as a train car with a conductor who took tickets, and
sound effects simulating the click-clack of wheels and hiss of air brakes. Such
viewing experiences relate more to the attractions of the fairground than to the
traditions of the legitimate theater. The relation between films and the emer-
gence of the great amusement parks, such as Coney Island, at the turn of the
century provides rich ground for rethinking the roots of early cinema.

Nor should we ever forget that in the earliest years of exhibition the cinema
itself was an attraction. Early audiences went to exhibitions to see machines
demonstrated (the newest technological wonder, following in the wake of such
widely exhibited machines and marvels as X-rays or, earlier, the phonograph),
rather than to view films. It was the Cinématographe, the Biograph or the Vita-
scope that were advertised on the variety bills in which they premièred, not [Le
Déjeuner de bébé] or The Black Diamond Express. After the initial novelty
period, this display of the possibilities of cinema continues, and not only in ma-
gic films. Many of the close-ups in early film differ from later uses of the techni-
que precisely because they do not use enlargement for narrative punctuation,
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but as an attraction in its own right. The close-up cut into Porter’s The Gay

Shoe Clerk () may anticipate later continuity techniques, but its principal
motive is again pure exhibitionism, as the lady lifts her skirt hem, exposing her
ankle for all to see. Biograph films such as Photographing a Female Crook

() and Hooligan in Jail () consist of a single shot in which the camera
is brought close to the main character, until they are in mid-shot. The enlarge-
ment is not a device expressive of narrative tension; it is in itself an attraction
and the point of the film.

[To summarize, the cinema of attractions directly solicits spectator attention,
inciting visual curiosity, and supplying pleasure through an exciting spectacle –
a unique event, whether fictional or documentary, that is of interest in itself. The
attraction to be displayed may also be of a cinematic nature, such as the early
close-ups just described, or trick films in which a cinematic manipulation (slow
motion, reverse motion, substitution, multiple exposure) provides the film’s no-
velty. Fictional situations tend to be restricted to gags, vaudeville numbers or
recreations of shocking or curious incidents (executions, current events). It is
the direct address of the audience, in which an attraction is offered to the spec-
tator by a cinema showman, that defines this approach to filmmaking. Theatri-
cal display dominates over narrative absorption, emphasizing the direct stimu-
lation of shock or surprise at the expense of unfolding a story or creating a
diegetic universe. The cinema of attractions expends little energy creating char-
acters with psychological motivations or individual personality. Making use of
both fictional and non-fictional attractions, its energy moves outward an ac-
knowledged spectator rather than inward towards the character-based situa-
tions essential to classical narrative.]

The term “attractions” comes, of course, from the young Sergei Mikhailovich
Eisenstein and his attempt to find a new model and mode of analysis for the
theater. In his search for the “unit of impression” of theatrical art, the founda-
tion of an analysis which would undermine realistic representational theater,
Eisenstein hit upon the term “attraction.” An attraction aggressively subjected
the spectator to “sensual or psychological impact.” According to Eisenstein,
theater should consist of a montage of such attractions, creating a relation to
the spectator entirely different from his absorption in “illusory [depictions].” I
pick up this term partly to [underscore] the relation to the spectator that this
later avant-garde practice shares with early cinema: that of exhibitionist con-
frontation rather than diegetic absorption. Of course the “experimentally regu-
lated and mathematically calculated” montage of attractions demanded by Ei-
senstein differs enormously from these early films (as any conscious and
oppositional mode of practice will from a popular one). However, it is impor-
tant to realize the context from which Eisenstein selected the term. Then, as
now, the “attraction” was a term of the fairground, and for Eisenstein and his
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friend Yutkevich it primarily represented their favorite fairground attraction,
the roller coaster, or as it was known then in Russia, the American Mountains.

The source is significant. The enthusiasm of the early avant-garde for film
was at least partly an enthusiasm for a mass culture that was emerging at the
beginning of the century, offering a new sort of stimulus for an audience not
acculturated to the traditional arts. It is important to take this enthusiasm for
popular art as something more than a simple gesture of épater les bourgeois. The
enormous development of the entertainment industry since the s and its
growing acceptance by middle-class culture (and the accommodation that
made this acceptance possible) have made it difficult to understand the libera-
tion popular entertainment offered at the beginning of the century. I believe that
it was precisely the exhibitionist quality of turn-of-the-century popular art that
made it attractive to the avant-garde – its freedom from the creation of a dieg-
esis, its accent on direct stimulation.

Writing of the variety theater, Marinetti not only praised its aesthetics of as-
tonishment and stimulation, but particularly its creation of a new spectator who
contrasts with the “static,” “stupid voyeur” of traditional theater. The spectator
at the variety theater feels directly addressed by the spectacle and joins in, sing-
ing along, heckling the comedians. Dealing with early cinema within the con-
text of archive and academy, we risk missing its vital relation to vaudeville, its
primary place of exhibition until around . Film appeared as one attraction
on the vaudeville program, surrounded by a mass of unrelated acts in a non-
narrative and even nearly illogical succession of performances. Even when pre-
sented in the nickelodeons that were emerging at the end of this period, these
short films always appeared in a variety format, trick films sandwiched in with
farces, actualities, “illustrated songs,” and, quite frequently, cheap vaudeville
acts. It was precisely this non-narrative variety that placed this form of enter-
tainment under attack by reform groups in the early s. The Russell Sage
Survey of popular entertainments found vaudeville “depends upon an artificial
rather than a natural human and developing interest, these acts having no nec-
essary, and as a rule, no actual connection.” In other words, no narrative. A
night at the variety theater was like a ride on a streetcar or an active day in a
crowded city, according to this middle-class reform group, stimulating an un-
healthy nervousness. It was precisely such artificial stimulus that Marinetti and
Eisenstein wished to borrow from the popular arts and inject into the theater,
organizing popular energy for radical purpose.

What happened to the cinema of attraction[s]? The period from  to about
 represents the true narrativization of the cinema, culminating in the appear-
ance of feature films which radically revised the variety format. Film clearly
took the legitimate theater as its model, producing famous players in famous
plays. The transformation of filmic discourse that D.W. Griffith typifies bound
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cinematic signifiers to the narration of stories and the creation of a self-enclosed
diegetic universe. The look at the camera becomes taboo and the devices of cin-
ema are transformed from playful “tricks” – cinematic attractions (Méliès ges-
turing at us to watch the lady vanish) – to elements of dramatic expression, en-
tries into the psychology of character and the world of fiction.

However, it would be too easy to see this as a Cain and Abel story, with nar-
rative strangling the nascent possibilities of a young iconoclastic form of enter-
tainment. Just as the variety format in some sense survived in the movie palaces
of the s (with newsreel, cartoon, sing-along, orchestra performance and
sometimes vaudeville acts subordinated to, but still coexisting with, the narra-
tive feature of the evening), the system of attraction remains an essential part of
popular filmmaking.

The chase film shows how, towards the end of this period (basically from
 to ), a synthesis of attractions and narrative was already underway.
The chase had been the original truly narrative genre of the cinema, providing
a model for causality and linearity as well as a basic editing continuity. A film
like Biograph’s Personal (, the model for the chase film in many ways)
shows the creation of a narrative linearity, as the French nobleman runs for his
life from the fiancées his personal column ad has unleashed. However, at the
same time, as the group of young women pursue their prey towards the camera
in each shot, they encounter some slight obstacle (a fence, a steep slope, a
stream) that slows them down for the spectator, providing a mini-spectacle
pause in the unfolding of narrative. The Edison Company seemed particularly
aware of this, since they offered their plagiarized version of this Biograph film
(Howa French Nobleman Got aWife Through the New York Herald Per-

sonal Columns) in two forms, as a complete film or as separate shots, so that
any one image of the ladies chasing the man could be bought without the incit-
ing incident or narrative closure.

As Laura Mulvey has shown in a very different context, the dialectic between
spectacle and narrative has fuelled much of the classical cinema. Donald Craf-
ton in his study of slapstick comedy, “The Pie and the Chase,” has shown the
way slapstick did a balancing act between the pure spectacle of gag and the
development of narrative. Likewise, the [traditional] spectacle film […]
proved true to its name by highlighting moments of pure visual stimulation
along with narrative. The  version of Ben Hur was in fact shown at a Bos-
ton theater with a timetable announcing the moment of its prime attractions:

: The Star of Bethlehem
: Jerusalem Restored
: Fall of the House of Hur
: The Last Supper
: Reunion
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The Hollywood advertising policy of enumerating the features of a film, each
emblazoned with the command, “See!” shows this primal power of the attrac-
tion running beneath the armature of narrative regulation.

We seem far from the avant-garde premises with which this discussion of
early cinema began. But it is important that the radical heterogeneity which I
find in early cinema not be conceived as a truly oppositional program, one irre-
concilable with the growth of narrative cinema. This view is too sentimental
and too a-historical. A film like The Great Train Robbery () does point in
both directions, toward a direct assault on the spectator (the spectacularly en-
larged outlaw unloading his pistol in our faces), and towards a linear narrative
continuity. This is early film’s ambiguous heritage. Clearly in some sense recent
spectacle cinema has reaffirmed its roots in stimulus and carnival rides, in what
might be called the Spielberg-Lucas-Coppola cinema of effects.

But effects are tamed attractions. Marinetti and Eisenstein understood that
they were tapping into a source of energy that would need focusing and inten-
sification to fulfill its revolutionary possibilities. Both Eisenstein and Marinetti
planned to exaggerate the impact on the spectator[s], Marinetti proposing to
literally glue them to their seats (ruined garments paid for after the perfor-
mance) and Eisenstein setting firecrackers off beneath them. Every change in
film history implies a change in its address to the spectator, and each period
constructs its spectator in a new way. Now in a period of American avant-garde
cinema in which the tradition of contemplative subjectivity has perhaps run its
(often glorious) course, it is possible that this earlier carnival of the cinema, and
the methods of popular entertainment, still provide an unexhausted resource –
a Coney Island of the avant-garde, whose never dominant but always sensed
current can be traced from Méliès through Keaton, through Un Chien anda-

lou (), and Jack Smith.
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